[The first hospitals in Bosnia-Herzegovina].
This year in Bosnia and Herzegovina we celebrate three great healthcare jubelees: hundred and thirty five years of Turkish military hospital (nowadays General hospital) in Sarajevo (founded in June 1866) and the First Property of a Muslim religious hospital in Sarajevo (founded in October 1866), and fifty five years of the Medical faculty of the University in Sarajevo (founded in November 1946). In the time of the Turk, and later also the Austria-Hungarian government in Bosnia and Herzegovina of this and another, later founded hospital, played very important role in the taking care and the treatment of inhabitants. The hospital have during its history experienced the organizational and the functional changes, exemplary to time and conditions in which they existed. The author gives the more comprehensive section of the work and the functioning of the first hospital institutions at the bottom of our State, and state the more significant names whose contribution with their qualitative work is observed.